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What’s happening in 4R this half term? 

 
 

 

 

My teacher is Miss 

Rushworth. 

Supported by Miss Khan, 

Miss Pickles and PE 

Partnerships 

In science I will be learning about; 

Habitats 

I will be investigating different habitats 

on the planet and what type of life can live 

there. We will also be looking at different 

life forms and what makes a good habitat 

for these. 

Topics this half term include; 

 

The Universe 
We will begin the year by exploring the universe by 

thinking about what makes our planet habitable, 

looking at other life forms and discovering 

different constellations. 

 

In mathematics I will concentrate on: 

Number: Place Value 
I will be reading, writing and rounding numbers up to 4 

digits. I will be using Roman Numerals in context. I will 

also be counting in steps of 10,000 and more. I will be 

using negative numbers and solving problems in context 

with this. 

Calculations: 

Addition and subtraction 

I will be focussing on different methods of addition and 

subtraction of numbers, and solving problems relating to this.  
 

We will also be practising our times tables on a daily 

basis.  

In English;  
I will be reading a range of letters and 

legends of the constellations. 

I will be writing letters and my own myth 

linked to the constellations.   

 

Special Events: 
30th September – INSET day, Academy 

closed to children 

 21st October Charities week 

25th October Academy breaks up for half 

term 

 

You can help me by: 

 Reading with me at home – I will bring 

home reading books 

 Learning times tables up to 12 x 12  

 Making sure I do my homework. This is 

both creative and formal maths and 

English tasks. 

 English or Maths will be set on a Friday 

and due in by the following Friday. 

Remind me that: 
 I need my outdoor and indoor PE kit in on Tuesday 

and Wednesday. 

 I need a water bottle in school. 

 I need to bring my Renaissance Place book in 

everyday 

 

A note from Miss Rushworth: 
 

If you need to tell me anything that will affect your 

child that day then please feel free to speak to a staff 

member on duty or pop to the academy office. I will also 

be around at the end of a school day between 3.10 and 

3.20 if you have any comments or questions about your 

child. 

 


